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rendtorff s approach involves an intensive interchange with international
scholarship including jewish biblical studies and emphasis on the question of
the canon important themes of old testament theology are developed among them
revelation and history creation and salvation history covenant and paradigms of
exegesis is there a gap between the academic study of the bible and the work of
theologians what lies behind this gap and most important how have biblical
scholars tried to bridge the gap with hermeneutical methods this book addresses
the exegesis vs theology impasse and categorizes the most important attempts to
bridge it over the past century especially those of the last decades these
attempts are assessed and evaluated so that readers can see the philosophies
undergirding each and the potential each has for a true theological
interpretation of the bible a fresh approach to israel s understanding of how
god communicates in this informative and keen look at contemporary trends in
old testament theology perdue builds on his earlier volume the collapse of
history 1994 he investigates how a variety of perspectives and methodologies
have impacted how the old testament is read in the twenty first century
including literary criticism rhetorical criticism feminist womanist and
mujerista theologies liberation theology jewish theology postmodernism and
postcolonialism perdue provides a sensitive reading of the aims of these
approaches as well as providing critique and setting them in their various
cultural contexts in his conclusion the author provides a look at the future
and how these various voices and approaches will continue to impact how we
carry out old testament theology the christian church continues to seek ethical
and spiritual models from the period of israel s monarchy and has avoided the
gravity of the babylonian exile against this tradition the author argues that
the period of focus for the canonical construction of biblical thought is
precisely the exile here the voices of dissent arose and articulated words of
truth in the context of failed power a complement to the author s earlier
overtures to biblical theology study on prayer this volume addresses the topic
of worship as articulated in the first five books of the bible rather than a
history of israelite religion balentine s volume examines the vision of worship
expounded in the torah in relation to priesthood creation liturgy and covenant
he concludes by discussing the contemporary situation of experiencing god s
hiddenness and a world caught in despair balentine proposes that a fresh look
at the torah offers possibilities of counter imagination and hope oscar cullman
offers here the first complete treatment of the new testament doctrine and
practice of prayer a subject he refers to as the greatest gift of grace and a
difficult task that has to be learned he commends on the difficulties of
praying objections to prayer prayer and human weakness prayer in the synoptic
gospels in paul in john and in the rest of the new testament in this powerful
book walter brueggemann moves the discussion of old testament theology beyond
the dominant models of previous generations brueggemann focuses on the metaphor
and imagery of the courtroom trial in order to regard the theological substance
of the old testament as a series of claims asserted for yahweh the god of
israel this provides a context that attends to pluralism in every dimension of
the interpretive process and suggests links to the plurality of voices of our
time this fully revised edition of a classic work brueggemann provides a point
both to the theology of the old testmant and to aspects of the new testament
even as it illuminates crucial issues of the contemporary scene recurring
problems with border confiicts soil and water pollution and homelessness prompt
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the author s reflections on the reltation between the biblical traditions and
our contemporary dilemmsas from back cover with the waning influence of history
and historical criticism as the normative context and method of old testament
study alternative approaches and new perspectives have appeared these current
developments leo perdue points out need not halt progress in the doing of old
testament theology but can move the discipline in a variety of new and
imaginative directions ancient cultures such as that of the hebrews commonly
associated wisdom with advanced years in a biblical theology of gerassapience
the author investigates the validity of this correlation through an eclectic
approach including linguistic semantic tradition historical and socio
anthropological methods to pertinent biblical and extra biblical texts there
are significant variations in the estimation of gerassapience or old age wisdom
in each period of ancient israel s life that is in pre monarchical monarchical
and post monarchical israel throughout this study appropriate cross cultural
parallels are drawn from the cultures of ancient israel s neighbors and of
modern societies such as the west african yoruba tribe the overall results are
bi dimensional on the one hand there are semantic elements of gerassapience
such as the elusiveness of wisdom and the mild fluidity of old age both terms
have strong contextual affinity with minimal exceptions thus the attribution of
wisdom to old age is evident but not absolute in the hebrew bible old testament
on the other hand gerassapience is depicted as primarily didactic through
direct and indirect instructions and counsels of the elderly fostering the
saging fear of yahweh legacies on the whole socio anthropocentric tendencies of
gerassapience that is of making old age a repertoire of wisdom are checked by
theological warrants of theosapience yahwistic wisdom therefore in the hebrew
bible the fear of yahweh is also the beginning of growing old and wise the old
testament idea of salvation shows an important relationship between god s
activity of blessing and the deliverance of his people this relationship is the
stimulus for claus westermann s search for a theological clarification of
blessing in a study that analyzes both old and new testament concepts
westermann finds that more than simply the act of bestowing blessing
encompasses the results that come of it blessing is not a magical transferal of
power but a manifestation of divine activity the importance of human knowledge
and the consequences of error are constantly stressed within scripture which
emphasizes the knowledge of good and evil knowing that yhwh is your god knowing
that jesus is the christ and the goal of developing israel into a wise and
discerning people we too long for confidence in our understanding the assurance
that our most basic knowledge is not ultimately incorrect biblical knowing
assesses what israel knew but more importantly how she was meant to know
introducing a comprehensive scriptural epistemology firmly rooted in the
scripture s own presentation of important epistemological events in the story
of israel because modern philosophy has also made authoritative claims about
knowledge biblical knowing engages contemporary academic views of knowledge e g
reformed epistemology scientific epistemology virtue epistemology etc and
recent philosophical method e g analytic theology assessing them for points of
congruence ordeparture from scripture s own epistemology additionally biblical
knowing explores what proper knowing looks like in the task of theology itself
in the teaching and preaching of the church and in the context of counseling
epistemology and biblical theology pursues a coherent theory of knowledge as
described across the pentateuch and mark s gospel as a work from the emerging
field of philosophical criticism this volume explores in each biblical text
both narrative and paraenesis to assess what theory of knowledge might be
presumed or advocated and the coherence of that structure across texts in the
pentateuch and mark primacy is placed on heeding an authenticated and
authoritative prophet and then enacting the guidance given in order to see what
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is being shown in order to know erroneous knowing follows the same boundaries
failure to attend to the proper authoritative voice or failure to enact
guidance creates mistaken understanding with a working construct of proper
knowing in hand points of contact with and difficulties for contemporary
philosophical epistemologies are suggested in the end michael polanyi s
scientific epistemology emerges as the most commensurable view with knowing as
it appears in these foundational biblical texts therefore this book will be of
interest to scholars working across the fields of biblical studies and
philosophy in this guide jill middlemas introduces students to the book of
lamentations by examining the book s structure and characteristics covering the
latest in biblical scholarship on lamentations including historical and
interpretive issues and considering a range of scholarly approaches in
particular the guide provides students with an introduction to hebrew poetry as
it relates to lamentations and includes insights from the field of trauma and
postcolonial studies with suggestions of further reading at the end of each
chapter this guide will be an useful accompaniment to study of lamentations
balentine invites the reader to consider several aspects of prayer in the
hebrew bible prayer and the depiction of character prayer and the
characterization of god prayers for divine justice the lament tradition
sensible praise prayer in old testament theology and the motif of the church as
a house of prayer asian americans are the fastest growing racial ethnic
population in the united states especially since the 1990s readings by asian
american biblical scholars have been increasing to meet the particular
theological and pastoral concerns of their christian racial ethnic seminarians
clergy and churches gale a yee is one of their major interpreters becoming the
first asian american and first woman of color president of the oldest
professional guild devoted to the critical study of the bible the society of
biblical literature this book is an anthology of her major ground breaking
essays on asian american theorizing and analysis of the biblical text it is a
retrospective of her growth of over almost three decades in wrestling with
questions like what is asian american biblical hermeneutics and how does one
undertake it the old testament is an ancient collection of theological
reflections on life with god that the church has claimed as authoritative
scripture whereas most introductory books march from genesis to malachi this
book engages four prominent themes across the breadth of the old testament
canon creation covenant cultus and character by taking this approach stevens is
articulates key issues that impact the reading of the entire old testament this
engaging volume is intended for laypeople who want to know more about the old
testament whether in personal study church groups college classrooms or
seminary courses in highly accessible essays the book covers the history
achievements and cutting edge questions in the area of gender and biblical
scholarship including violence and the bible female biblical god imagery and
sexuality jacket many of the most pressing issues in theology and the church
today depend greatly on the understanding of the bible recent debates on the
theological interpretation of scripture have emerged which consider whether the
meaning of scripture should concern theologians and church leaders at all the
bible and the crisis of meaning is an account of these debates in examining the
concept of meaning in current proposals of theological interpretation the
concept of meaning is educed either from the supposed nature of the texts and
their authors or from the function of the texts in religious communities thus
approaches to theological interpretation become debates between ontological and
pragmatic strategists stephen fowl and kevin vanhoozer have embraced the term
theological interpretation for their separate projects but their ideas of what
this means and how meaning is a part of it differ greatly christopher spinks
describes their respective concepts of meaning and argues for a more holistic
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concept that allows theological interpreters to understand their craft not so
much as a discovery of intentions or the creation of interests but as a
conversation in which truth is mediated the scholarly study of the old
testament is now marked by a rich diversity of approaches and concerns in the
last two decades an interest in the text and the implications for its
interpretation is no longer the preserve of a single scholarly community while
the reconstruction of the history of the people from whom it derived has been
transformed by new methods this new book published under the auspices of the
society for old testament study reflects these new approaches and developments
and has a particular concentration on literary and historical study thus it not
only clearly recognizes the diversity now inherent in old testament study but
also welcomes the integration into its field of the wide range of approaches
available in current literary and historical investigation the study of the
biblical text and how it is received and interpreted by its various readerships
has a certain logical priority over the study of its historical background and
authorship yet an ongoing investigation of issues relating to the latter cannot
await definitive conclusions on the former so essays on the text and its
reception discuss primary issues which arise in old testament study while those
on background and authorship reflect the continued vitality of and the fresh
perspective possible in more traditional scholarly concerns mary anna bader
considers the implications of these narratives in the current context citing
patterns of student reactions to these texts and teaching opportunities the
long and complex history of reception and interpretation of the hebrew bible
old testament through the ages described in the hbot project focuses in this
concluding volume iii part 2 on the multifarious research and the different
methods used in the last century even this volume is written by christian and
jewish scholars and takes its wider cultural and philosophical context into
consideration the perspective is worldwide and ecumenical its references to
modern biblical scholarship on which it is based are extensive and updated the
indexes names topics references to biblical sources and a broad body of
literature beyond are the key to the wealth of information provided
contributors are j barton h l bosman a f campbell sj d m carr d j a clines w
dietrich st e fassberg d føllesdal a c hagedorn k m heim j høgenhaven b
janowski d a knight c körting a laato p machinist m a o brien m oeming d olson
e otto m sæbø j schaper s sekine j l ska sj m a sweeney and j de waard ritual
has a primal connection to the idea that a transcendent order numinous and
mysterious supranatural and elusive divine and wholly other gives meaning and
purpose to life the construction of rites and rituals enables humans to
conceive and apprehend this transcendent order to symbolize it and interact
with it to postulate its truths in the face of contradicting realities and to
repair them when they have been breached or diminished this handbook provides a
compendium of the information essential for constructing a comprehensive and
integrated account of ritual and worship in the ancient world its focus on
ritual and worship from the perspective of biblical studies as opposed to
religious studies highlights that the world of ritual and worship was a topic
of central concern for the people of the ancient near east including the world
of the bible given the scarcity of the material in the bible itself the authors
in this collection use materials from the ancient near east to provide a larger
context for the practices of the biblical world giving due attention to
historical anthropological and social scientific methods that inform the
context of biblical worship the specifics of ritual and worship life the sacred
spaces times and actors in worship are examined in detail with essays covering
both the divine and human aspects of the sacred dimension the oxford handbook
of ritual and worship in the hebrew bible considers several underlying concepts
of ritual practice and closes with a theological outlook on worship and ritual
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from a variety of perspectives demonstrating a fruitful exchange between
biblical studies ritual theory and social science research in this book walter
brueggemann america s premier biblical theologian introduces the reader to the
broad theological scope and chronological sweep of the old testament he covers
every book of the old testament in the order in which it appears in the hebrew
bible and treats the most important issues and methods in contemporary
interpretation of the old testament literary historical and theological in
defense of the bible gathers exceptional articles by accomplished scholars paul
copan william a dembski mary jo sharp darrell l bock etc addressing and
responding to all of the major contemporary challenges to the divine
inspiration and authority of scripture the book begins by looking at
philosophical and methodological challenges to the bible questions about
whether or not it is logically possible for god to communicate verbally with
human beings what it means to say the bible is true in response to postmodern
concerns about the nature of truth defending the clarity of scripture against
historical skepticism and relativism contributors also explore textual and
historical challenges charges made by muslims mormons and skeptics that the
bible has been corrupted beyond repair questions about the authorship of
certain biblical books allegations that the bible borrows from pagan myths the
historical reliability of the old and new testaments final chapters take on
ethical scientific and theological challenges demonstrating the bible s moral
integrity regarding the topics of slavery and sexism harmonizing exegetical and
theological conclusions with the findings of science addressing accusations
that the christian canon is the result of political and theological
manipulation ultimately defending the bible as not simply historically reliable
and consistent but in fact the word of god what does the bible say about the
american future does it contain an apocalyptic vision in which conflicts are to
be resolved by war or does it contain a vision of coexistence under some system
of conflict management while both visions have biblical foundations the
apocalyptic alternative has dominated public discussion in the past generation
most people are not even aware that another vision can be derived from the same
bible and that it transcends the usual definitions of liberal conservative or
evangelical politics the essays in this book written by distinguished scholars
from various sectors of the theological spectrum throw surprising new light on
these questions they were presented as lectures at an extraordinary theological
conference sponsored by a large methodist church in lincoln nebraska in october
2009 in contrast to the usual shouting matches between partisans this
conference and this book featured liberal and conservative protestant and
catholic scholars who calmly unearthed new insights about the bible s relevance
for the future of america and the world readers will be astonished to see these
differing viewpoints on the pages of a single book and even more amazed at the
new common ground that is prepared by these fresh and profound furrows this
book describes african theology ies and the bible as a contemporary mosaic the
book is shaped in the form of a mosaic with three patterns one pattern deals
with the bible and culture the second deals with hermeneutics interpretations
of various biblical texts as they relate to african cultural contexts and the
third part deals with general issues of gender missiology and practical
christianity some of the themes treated in the book are reading and hearing
scripture as a hermeneutic of grafting marriage in the bible hiv aids care and
intervention gender challenges and many more this book is very easy to read and
throws light on some aspects of african cultural and theological practices that
may even have universal application seminaries theological divinity schools
will find this book very educative and resourceful people who want to know more
about the worldviews expressed in african theology ies will appreciate this
book the understanding the bible commentary series helps readers navigate the
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strange and sometimes intimidating literary terrain of the bible these
accessible volumes break down the barriers between the ancient and modern
worlds so that the power and meaning of the biblical texts become transparent
to contemporary readers the contributors tackle the task of interpretation
using the full range of critical methodologies and practices yet they do so as
people of faith who hold the text in the highest regard pastors teachers and
lay people alike will cherish the truth found in this commentary series the
father daughter dyad features in the hebrew bible in all of narratives laws
myths and metaphors in previous explorations of this relationship the tendency
has been to focus on discrete stories notable among them judges 11 the story of
jephthah s human sacrifice of his daughter and genesis 19 the dark tale of lot
s daughters seduction of their father by taking the full spectrum into account
however the daughter emerges prominently as not only expendable and exploitable
as an emphasis on daughter sacrifice or incest has suggested but as cherished
and protected by her father depictions of daughters are multifarious and there
is a balance of very positive and very negative images while not uncritical of
earlier feminist investigations this book makes a contribution to feminist
biblical criticism and utilizes methods drawn from the social sciences and
psychoanalysis alongside careful textual analysis johanna stiebert offers a
critical evaluation of the heuristic usefulness of the ethnographic honour
shame model of parallels with roman family studies and of the application and
meaning of patriarchy following semantic analysis of the primary hebrew terms
for father אב and daughter בת as well as careful examination of inter family
dynamics and the daughter s role vis à vis the son s alongside thorough
investigation of both judges 11 and genesis 19 and also of the metaphor of god
the father of daughters eve wisdom and zion stiebert provides the fullest
exploration of daughters in the hebrew bible to date



Canon and Theology 1993

rendtorff s approach involves an intensive interchange with international
scholarship including jewish biblical studies and emphasis on the question of
the canon important themes of old testament theology are developed among them
revelation and history creation and salvation history covenant and paradigms of
exegesis

Many Roads Lead Eastward 2016-10-27

is there a gap between the academic study of the bible and the work of
theologians what lies behind this gap and most important how have biblical
scholars tried to bridge the gap with hermeneutical methods this book addresses
the exegesis vs theology impasse and categorizes the most important attempts to
bridge it over the past century especially those of the last decades these
attempts are assessed and evaluated so that readers can see the philosophies
undergirding each and the potential each has for a true theological
interpretation of the bible

The Rhetoric of Revelation in the Hebrew Bible 1999

a fresh approach to israel s understanding of how god communicates

Reconstructing Old Testament Theology 2005

in this informative and keen look at contemporary trends in old testament
theology perdue builds on his earlier volume the collapse of history 1994 he
investigates how a variety of perspectives and methodologies have impacted how
the old testament is read in the twenty first century including literary
criticism rhetorical criticism feminist womanist and mujerista theologies
liberation theology jewish theology postmodernism and postcolonialism perdue
provides a sensitive reading of the aims of these approaches as well as
providing critique and setting them in their various cultural contexts in his
conclusion the author provides a look at the future and how these various
voices and approaches will continue to impact how we carry out old testament
theology

A Biblical Theology of Exile 2002

the christian church continues to seek ethical and spiritual models from the
period of israel s monarchy and has avoided the gravity of the babylonian exile
against this tradition the author argues that the period of focus for the
canonical construction of biblical thought is precisely the exile here the
voices of dissent arose and articulated words of truth in the context of failed
power

Reconstructing Old Testament Theology 2005

a complement to the author s earlier overtures to biblical theology study on
prayer this volume addresses the topic of worship as articulated in the first
five books of the bible rather than a history of israelite religion balentine s
volume examines the vision of worship expounded in the torah in relation to
priesthood creation liturgy and covenant he concludes by discussing the



contemporary situation of experiencing god s hiddenness and a world caught in
despair balentine proposes that a fresh look at the torah offers possibilities
of counter imagination and hope

Holiness in Israel 1989

oscar cullman offers here the first complete treatment of the new testament
doctrine and practice of prayer a subject he refers to as the greatest gift of
grace and a difficult task that has to be learned he commends on the
difficulties of praying objections to prayer prayer and human weakness prayer
in the synoptic gospels in paul in john and in the rest of the new testament

The Torah's Vision of Worship 1999-07-30

in this powerful book walter brueggemann moves the discussion of old testament
theology beyond the dominant models of previous generations brueggemann focuses
on the metaphor and imagery of the courtroom trial in order to regard the
theological substance of the old testament as a series of claims asserted for
yahweh the god of israel this provides a context that attends to pluralism in
every dimension of the interpretive process and suggests links to the plurality
of voices of our time

The Land 1977

this fully revised edition of a classic work brueggemann provides a point both
to the theology of the old testmant and to aspects of the new testament even as
it illuminates crucial issues of the contemporary scene recurring problems with
border confiicts soil and water pollution and homelessness prompt the author s
reflections on the reltation between the biblical traditions and our
contemporary dilemmsas from back cover

Prayer in the New Testament 1995

with the waning influence of history and historical criticism as the normative
context and method of old testament study alternative approaches and new
perspectives have appeared these current developments leo perdue points out
need not halt progress in the doing of old testament theology but can move the
discipline in a variety of new and imaginative directions

Theology of the Old Testament 2012-06-01

ancient cultures such as that of the hebrews commonly associated wisdom with
advanced years in a biblical theology of gerassapience the author investigates
the validity of this correlation through an eclectic approach including
linguistic semantic tradition historical and socio anthropological methods to
pertinent biblical and extra biblical texts there are significant variations in
the estimation of gerassapience or old age wisdom in each period of ancient
israel s life that is in pre monarchical monarchical and post monarchical
israel throughout this study appropriate cross cultural parallels are drawn
from the cultures of ancient israel s neighbors and of modern societies such as
the west african yoruba tribe the overall results are bi dimensional on the one
hand there are semantic elements of gerassapience such as the elusiveness of
wisdom and the mild fluidity of old age both terms have strong contextual



affinity with minimal exceptions thus the attribution of wisdom to old age is
evident but not absolute in the hebrew bible old testament on the other hand
gerassapience is depicted as primarily didactic through direct and indirect
instructions and counsels of the elderly fostering the saging fear of yahweh
legacies on the whole socio anthropocentric tendencies of gerassapience that is
of making old age a repertoire of wisdom are checked by theological warrants of
theosapience yahwistic wisdom therefore in the hebrew bible the fear of yahweh
is also the beginning of growing old and wise

Semeia 73 1996-01-01

the old testament idea of salvation shows an important relationship between god
s activity of blessing and the deliverance of his people this relationship is
the stimulus for claus westermann s search for a theological clarification of
blessing in a study that analyzes both old and new testament concepts
westermann finds that more than simply the act of bestowing blessing
encompasses the results that come of it blessing is not a magical transferal of
power but a manifestation of divine activity

The Land 2002

the importance of human knowledge and the consequences of error are constantly
stressed within scripture which emphasizes the knowledge of good and evil
knowing that yhwh is your god knowing that jesus is the christ and the goal of
developing israel into a wise and discerning people we too long for confidence
in our understanding the assurance that our most basic knowledge is not
ultimately incorrect biblical knowing assesses what israel knew but more
importantly how she was meant to know introducing a comprehensive scriptural
epistemology firmly rooted in the scripture s own presentation of important
epistemological events in the story of israel because modern philosophy has
also made authoritative claims about knowledge biblical knowing engages
contemporary academic views of knowledge e g reformed epistemology scientific
epistemology virtue epistemology etc and recent philosophical method e g
analytic theology assessing them for points of congruence ordeparture from
scripture s own epistemology additionally biblical knowing explores what proper
knowing looks like in the task of theology itself in the teaching and preaching
of the church and in the context of counseling

God the Father 1979

epistemology and biblical theology pursues a coherent theory of knowledge as
described across the pentateuch and mark s gospel as a work from the emerging
field of philosophical criticism this volume explores in each biblical text
both narrative and paraenesis to assess what theory of knowledge might be
presumed or advocated and the coherence of that structure across texts in the
pentateuch and mark primacy is placed on heeding an authenticated and
authoritative prophet and then enacting the guidance given in order to see what
is being shown in order to know erroneous knowing follows the same boundaries
failure to attend to the proper authoritative voice or failure to enact
guidance creates mistaken understanding with a working construct of proper
knowing in hand points of contact with and difficulties for contemporary
philosophical epistemologies are suggested in the end michael polanyi s
scientific epistemology emerges as the most commensurable view with knowing as
it appears in these foundational biblical texts therefore this book will be of



interest to scholars working across the fields of biblical studies and
philosophy

The Collapse of History 1994

in this guide jill middlemas introduces students to the book of lamentations by
examining the book s structure and characteristics covering the latest in
biblical scholarship on lamentations including historical and interpretive
issues and considering a range of scholarly approaches in particular the guide
provides students with an introduction to hebrew poetry as it relates to
lamentations and includes insights from the field of trauma and postcolonial
studies with suggestions of further reading at the end of each chapter this
guide will be an useful accompaniment to study of lamentations

A Biblical Theology of Gerassapience 2010

balentine invites the reader to consider several aspects of prayer in the
hebrew bible prayer and the depiction of character prayer and the
characterization of god prayers for divine justice the lament tradition
sensible praise prayer in old testament theology and the motif of the church as
a house of prayer

The Rendering of God in the Old Testament 1996

asian americans are the fastest growing racial ethnic population in the united
states especially since the 1990s readings by asian american biblical scholars
have been increasing to meet the particular theological and pastoral concerns
of their christian racial ethnic seminarians clergy and churches gale a yee is
one of their major interpreters becoming the first asian american and first
woman of color president of the oldest professional guild devoted to the
critical study of the bible the society of biblical literature this book is an
anthology of her major ground breaking essays on asian american theorizing and
analysis of the biblical text it is a retrospective of her growth of over
almost three decades in wrestling with questions like what is asian american
biblical hermeneutics and how does one undertake it

Blessing in the Bible and the Life of the Church 1978

the old testament is an ancient collection of theological reflections on life
with god that the church has claimed as authoritative scripture whereas most
introductory books march from genesis to malachi this book engages four
prominent themes across the breadth of the old testament canon creation
covenant cultus and character by taking this approach stevens is articulates
key issues that impact the reading of the entire old testament this engaging
volume is intended for laypeople who want to know more about the old testament
whether in personal study church groups college classrooms or seminary courses

From Darkness to Light 1986

in highly accessible essays the book covers the history achievements and
cutting edge questions in the area of gender and biblical scholarship including
violence and the bible female biblical god imagery and sexuality jacket



Biblical Knowing 2014-08-28

many of the most pressing issues in theology and the church today depend
greatly on the understanding of the bible recent debates on the theological
interpretation of scripture have emerged which consider whether the meaning of
scripture should concern theologians and church leaders at all the bible and
the crisis of meaning is an account of these debates in examining the concept
of meaning in current proposals of theological interpretation the concept of
meaning is educed either from the supposed nature of the texts and their
authors or from the function of the texts in religious communities thus
approaches to theological interpretation become debates between ontological and
pragmatic strategists stephen fowl and kevin vanhoozer have embraced the term
theological interpretation for their separate projects but their ideas of what
this means and how meaning is a part of it differ greatly christopher spinks
describes their respective concepts of meaning and argues for a more holistic
concept that allows theological interpreters to understand their craft not so
much as a discovery of intentions or the creation of interests but as a
conversation in which truth is mediated

Faithfulness in Action 1985

the scholarly study of the old testament is now marked by a rich diversity of
approaches and concerns in the last two decades an interest in the text and the
implications for its interpretation is no longer the preserve of a single
scholarly community while the reconstruction of the history of the people from
whom it derived has been transformed by new methods this new book published
under the auspices of the society for old testament study reflects these new
approaches and developments and has a particular concentration on literary and
historical study thus it not only clearly recognizes the diversity now inherent
in old testament study but also welcomes the integration into its field of the
wide range of approaches available in current literary and historical
investigation the study of the biblical text and how it is received and
interpreted by its various readerships has a certain logical priority over the
study of its historical background and authorship yet an ongoing investigation
of issues relating to the latter cannot await definitive conclusions on the
former so essays on the text and its reception discuss primary issues which
arise in old testament study while those on background and authorship reflect
the continued vitality of and the fresh perspective possible in more
traditional scholarly concerns

Epistemology and Biblical Theology 2017-07-20

mary anna bader considers the implications of these narratives in the current
context citing patterns of student reactions to these texts and teaching
opportunities

Lamentations 2020-12-10

the long and complex history of reception and interpretation of the hebrew
bible old testament through the ages described in the hbot project focuses in
this concluding volume iii part 2 on the multifarious research and the
different methods used in the last century even this volume is written by
christian and jewish scholars and takes its wider cultural and philosophical
context into consideration the perspective is worldwide and ecumenical its



references to modern biblical scholarship on which it is based are extensive
and updated the indexes names topics references to biblical sources and a broad
body of literature beyond are the key to the wealth of information provided
contributors are j barton h l bosman a f campbell sj d m carr d j a clines w
dietrich st e fassberg d føllesdal a c hagedorn k m heim j høgenhaven b
janowski d a knight c körting a laato p machinist m a o brien m oeming d olson
e otto m sæbø j schaper s sekine j l ska sj m a sweeney and j de waard

Prayer in the Hebrew Bible 1993-05-01

ritual has a primal connection to the idea that a transcendent order numinous
and mysterious supranatural and elusive divine and wholly other gives meaning
and purpose to life the construction of rites and rituals enables humans to
conceive and apprehend this transcendent order to symbolize it and interact
with it to postulate its truths in the face of contradicting realities and to
repair them when they have been breached or diminished this handbook provides a
compendium of the information essential for constructing a comprehensive and
integrated account of ritual and worship in the ancient world its focus on
ritual and worship from the perspective of biblical studies as opposed to
religious studies highlights that the world of ritual and worship was a topic
of central concern for the people of the ancient near east including the world
of the bible given the scarcity of the material in the bible itself the authors
in this collection use materials from the ancient near east to provide a larger
context for the practices of the biblical world giving due attention to
historical anthropological and social scientific methods that inform the
context of biblical worship the specifics of ritual and worship life the sacred
spaces times and actors in worship are examined in detail with essays covering
both the divine and human aspects of the sacred dimension the oxford handbook
of ritual and worship in the hebrew bible considers several underlying concepts
of ritual practice and closes with a theological outlook on worship and ritual
from a variety of perspectives demonstrating a fruitful exchange between
biblical studies ritual theory and social science research

Towards an Asian American Biblical Hermeneutics
2021-07-28

in this book walter brueggemann america s premier biblical theologian
introduces the reader to the broad theological scope and chronological sweep of
the old testament he covers every book of the old testament in the order in
which it appears in the hebrew bible and treats the most important issues and
methods in contemporary interpretation of the old testament literary historical
and theological

Theological Themes of the Old Testament 2010-07-19

in defense of the bible gathers exceptional articles by accomplished scholars
paul copan william a dembski mary jo sharp darrell l bock etc addressing and
responding to all of the major contemporary challenges to the divine
inspiration and authority of scripture the book begins by looking at
philosophical and methodological challenges to the bible questions about
whether or not it is logically possible for god to communicate verbally with
human beings what it means to say the bible is true in response to postmodern
concerns about the nature of truth defending the clarity of scripture against
historical skepticism and relativism contributors also explore textual and



historical challenges charges made by muslims mormons and skeptics that the
bible has been corrupted beyond repair questions about the authorship of
certain biblical books allegations that the bible borrows from pagan myths the
historical reliability of the old and new testaments final chapters take on
ethical scientific and theological challenges demonstrating the bible s moral
integrity regarding the topics of slavery and sexism harmonizing exegetical and
theological conclusions with the findings of science addressing accusations
that the christian canon is the result of political and theological
manipulation ultimately defending the bible as not simply historically reliable
and consistent but in fact the word of god

Engaging the Bible in a Gendered World 2006-01-01

what does the bible say about the american future does it contain an
apocalyptic vision in which conflicts are to be resolved by war or does it
contain a vision of coexistence under some system of conflict management while
both visions have biblical foundations the apocalyptic alternative has
dominated public discussion in the past generation most people are not even
aware that another vision can be derived from the same bible and that it
transcends the usual definitions of liberal conservative or evangelical
politics the essays in this book written by distinguished scholars from various
sectors of the theological spectrum throw surprising new light on these
questions they were presented as lectures at an extraordinary theological
conference sponsored by a large methodist church in lincoln nebraska in october
2009 in contrast to the usual shouting matches between partisans this
conference and this book featured liberal and conservative protestant and
catholic scholars who calmly unearthed new insights about the bible s relevance
for the future of america and the world readers will be astonished to see these
differing viewpoints on the pages of a single book and even more amazed at the
new common ground that is prepared by these fresh and profound furrows

The Bible and the Crisis of Meaning 2007-08-30

this book describes african theology ies and the bible as a contemporary mosaic
the book is shaped in the form of a mosaic with three patterns one pattern
deals with the bible and culture the second deals with hermeneutics
interpretations of various biblical texts as they relate to african cultural
contexts and the third part deals with general issues of gender missiology and
practical christianity some of the themes treated in the book are reading and
hearing scripture as a hermeneutic of grafting marriage in the bible hiv aids
care and intervention gender challenges and many more this book is very easy to
read and throws light on some aspects of african cultural and theological
practices that may even have universal application seminaries theological
divinity schools will find this book very educative and resourceful people who
want to know more about the worldviews expressed in african theology ies will
appreciate this book

Text in Context 2000-09-07

the understanding the bible commentary series helps readers navigate the
strange and sometimes intimidating literary terrain of the bible these
accessible volumes break down the barriers between the ancient and modern
worlds so that the power and meaning of the biblical texts become transparent
to contemporary readers the contributors tackle the task of interpretation



using the full range of critical methodologies and practices yet they do so as
people of faith who hold the text in the highest regard pastors teachers and
lay people alike will cherish the truth found in this commentary series

Sexual Violation in the Hebrew Bible 2006

the father daughter dyad features in the hebrew bible in all of narratives laws
myths and metaphors in previous explorations of this relationship the tendency
has been to focus on discrete stories notable among them judges 11 the story of
jephthah s human sacrifice of his daughter and genesis 19 the dark tale of lot
s daughters seduction of their father by taking the full spectrum into account
however the daughter emerges prominently as not only expendable and exploitable
as an emphasis on daughter sacrifice or incest has suggested but as cherished
and protected by her father depictions of daughters are multifarious and there
is a balance of very positive and very negative images while not uncritical of
earlier feminist investigations this book makes a contribution to feminist
biblical criticism and utilizes methods drawn from the social sciences and
psychoanalysis alongside careful textual analysis johanna stiebert offers a
critical evaluation of the heuristic usefulness of the ethnographic honour
shame model of parallels with roman family studies and of the application and
meaning of patriarchy following semantic analysis of the primary hebrew terms
for father אב and daughter בת as well as careful examination of inter family
dynamics and the daughter s role vis à vis the son s alongside thorough
investigation of both judges 11 and genesis 19 and also of the metaphor of god
the father of daughters eve wisdom and zion stiebert provides the fullest
exploration of daughters in the hebrew bible to date

Hebrew Bible / Old Testament. III: From Modernism to
Post-Modernism 2014-12-10

The Oxford Handbook of Ritual and Worship in the
Hebrew Bible 2020-09-16

An Introduction to the Old Testament 2003-11-30

The Diversity of Scripture 1982

In Defense of the Bible 2013-07-01

The Bible and the American Future 2010-01-01

The Suffering of God 1985



African Theology/Ies: a Contemporary Mosaical
Approach 2014-01-29

Luke (Understanding the Bible Commentary Series)
2011-08-01

Fathers and Daughters in the Hebrew Bible 2013-03-28
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